
Current Scenario in IVF clinics
As the number of couples are getting delayed in bearing a child due to various physical, 
emotional stress, peer and family pressure and change in the lifestyle of individuals. There 
is a growing need for Fertility clinics and this has given rise to more and more IVF clinics 
coming up in the society. 
AnAn IVF clinic is a clinic where the couple visit does the initial consultation, discussion and 
based on the infertility test results will undergo the treatment accordingly. Currently this 
interaction of the couple and the doctor is done on paper and records are maintained on 
the paper.
Further treatments like IVF/ICSI/IUI their treatment cycle, treatment charts, medication 
are currently noted on paper and tracked which some time leads to mistakes and 
blunders hence there is a requirement for application software to capture this.
TThe medicines / injection used in this treatment are also very expensive but currently it is 
tracked on paper leading to mistakes and loss of revenue and information. An application 
to control this medicine /Injection is ideal in such situation.
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If the Female has issues bearing a child the doctor may suggest to go for surrogacy 
which is expensive and legal in nature and tracked on paper as of now
During the treatment the doctor suggests Assisted reproductive technology (ART) 
procedures where sometimes the doctor use donor eggs, donor sperm, or previously 
frozen embryos or the couple may want to freeze their eggs and embryos for future 
use. This is also tracked manually in the canister right now and cause difficultly in 
tracking manually when the eggs and sperms become huge.

The Writer IVF Solution takes care of the entire Infertility treatment cycle from 

registering the wife and husband with their demographic details, vital information, 

scheduling an appointment to start the consultation process with the doctor. The 

consultation and investigation details are also capture in the system and can be 

referred back as and when needed

BasedBased on the consultation and investigation, the treatment cycle, the medicine and 

injection are suggested, recorded and alerted to the concern department for their 

action

The application takes care of the inventory of the injection and medicines, right from 

the raising a purchase order to issuing a medicine / injection to the patient with a 

correct bill thereby doing stock management 

  Using the application, the embryologist can monitor, manage and record the growth 

of embryos. The application solution takes care of the embryo freezing with all is all its 

parameter including tank, tray and canister.

If any Embryo of sperm is required using the application it can be located, thawed and 

used the fertility treatment

The surrogacy module helps to register, manage the treatment, expenses and 

mapping the surrogate with intended parents 

TThe ART module of the application takes care of the managing the profile for the egg 

donor, sperm donor, egg recipient    and egg recipient.

 A software application like writer IVF Solution helps in the digitization of all the process 

of infertility treatment and one stop solution for IVF clinics.

Why use Writer IVF Solution ?
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